Aug/Sep 2022

ACMHE Member Newsletter
We’re excited to share some of your recent publications, course
offerings, event announcements, and other accomplishments!

Greetings, ACMHE members!
With this latest newsletter collecting your recent activities and accomplishments, we are excited to announce the next steps for the continuation of the Association for Contemplative
Mind in Higher Education (ACMHE) and the Journal of Contemplative Inquiry (JOCI).
With the approval of our Executive Director Dr. David Robinson-Morris and the CMind Board
of Directors, I write today with an update. Tomorrow, September 1, the Center for Contemplative Mind in Society (CMind) will close its programs after nearly 30 years of operation.
As you may know, JOCI and ACMHE have operated as programs of CMind since their inception. In May of this year, the CMind Board of Directors voted to begin the process of sunsetting CMind due to financial unsustainability, and sought new institutional homes for ACMHE, JOCI, and other CMind programs and assets.
Over the past weeks, the Board and the Board Transition Committee considered numerous
excellent options, and today we announce that their selection process has concluded. Pending the necessary institutional approvals, the programs are moving forward as follows:
•

ACMHE
ACMHE will continue as an independent member-governed association.
Lenwood Hayman is leading this effort, joined by Michael Kimball, JuPong
Lin, Amy Pucino, Maria Hamilton Abegunde, and Gabrielle Cuesta as the
“Friends of ACMHE” Advisory Committee.

•

JOCI
JOCI will be published through a partnership between the University of Northern Colorado Library and the University of Northern Colorado Center for
Applied Contemplative Studies (Michael Kimball, Director). JOCI will continue to be available as an open access, peer-reviewed journal.
(continued on next page)

More information will be available as the transition commences. All of the ACMHE and JOCI
systems and logins which you are accustomed to using will remain in place for the time
being. However, in anticipation of the shift at ACMHE, we have temporarily paused membership enrollments and renewals (to be resumed once the transition is complete).
•

CMind Archives and Physical Artifacts
In addition, we are very pleased to announce that the Robert S. Cox Special Collections and University Archives Research Center at the W.E.B. Du
Bois Library, UMass Amherst, will be adding an archive of CMind’s website,
publications, recordings, and resources to its special collections, ensuring
that these contemplative teaching and learning resources will continue to
be accessible. Details for accessing the archive will be available from the
Special Collections website once the archive is in place, and further information on this and other aspects of the CMind closure and transition will
soon be available on contemplativemind.org.

And so, this may well be my final message to the ACMHE community. With CMind’s impending closure, after September 1st I will no longer be providing program support to ACMHE
and JOCI. This surely is a very strange feeling; supporting the development of the field of
contemplative pedagogy has been the focus of my work for the last decade, and to simply
say “it has been an honor to serve this community” does not do justice to my experience. I
have especially valued witnessing the connections and insights -- the love, really -- that has
arisen from your work together, with each other and with your students. I wish you all so
much joy, inspiration, and courage as you continue this new phase of this association.
(With a deep breath: )
May we all be well,
Carrie J. Bergman
Associate Director, CMind

Just published! JOCI vol. 9, no. 2 explores new opportunities
and approaches to deep-seated problems in academia that
predate the pandemic, but became acutely highlighted in
the past two years. Across eight new articles and essays, the
authors discuss contemplative practices and learning which
emerged in classrooms, online, and in relationships that extend beyond the academy.
Edited by David Sable and Trudy Sable.
Featuring articles and essays by Ana Fonseca Conboy, Neill Korobov, Charles T. Lee, Young Kyung Min, Beth Connors-Manke,
Amy Pucino, Mary Ann Erickson, and Lisa Napora, Rosa D’Abate, Layla Providente, and Angeline Cooper.
Visit the JOCI website

Recent Publications
Member names appear in bold type.

Two recent papers by ACMHE members in the journal Religions:

Neoliberal Hegemonic Masculinity and McMindfulness: The Need for Buddhist Values and Principles in Mindful Masculinity Programs
by David Forbes
Religions 2022, 13(6), 544; https://doi.org/10.3390/rel13060544
This paper explores how certain Buddhist-inspired principles such as impermanence of self
and compassion for all (metta) and the practice of mindfulness can contribute to challenging
ways in which young men adopt troublesome aspects of systemic patriarchy. It (1) briefly examines the problem of systemic patriarchy in its most dominant forms, neoliberal hegemonic
masculinity and right-wing racist authoritarian masculinity; (2) critically discusses examples
of mindfulness education and counseling programs for young men that have been severed
from their Buddhist origins (McMindfulness) that attempt to challenge young men around
patriarchal beliefs and thoughts but end up reproducing neoliberal hegemonic masculinity;
(3) briefly considers the problem of McMindfulness and its relation to Buddhism and neoliberal hegemonic and mindful masculinity; and (4) offers Buddhist perspectives as part of a
counter-view that may serve within programs as an alternative to current forms of patriarchy
while including and renewing the aforementioned Buddhist principles.

Waking up from Delusion: Mindfulness (Sati) and Right Mind-and-Heart
(Bodhicitta) for Educating Activists
by Heesoon Bai, Mel A. V. Voulgaris and Heather Williams
Religions 2022, 13(4), 363; https://doi.org/10.3390/rel13040363
In the face of current turbulent times including climate emergencies, species extinction, the
erosion of democracy and the rise of authoritarianism—in short, a suffering world—the authors of this paper propose that education needs to be centrally an activist effort dedicated to
healing and repairing the increasingly wounded and damaged world. To this end, this paper
explores Buddhism as an educational program that centralizes a healing curriculum based
on the understanding that healing comes from waking up from the delusion of possessive
individualism (ego-selves) that gives rise to neoliberal capitalist societies. This delusion is the
existential home of suffering. Waking up requires the disciplined effort of seeing through and
past individualism to the workings of mutual causality within a universe of interconnection
(Interbeing), such as ours.
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From Greta Gaard:

Contemplative Practices and Anti-Oppressive
Pedagogies for Higher Education:
Bridging the Disciplines
Edited by Greta Gaard and Bengü Ergüner-Tekinalp
Routledge, 2022
This volume explores mindfulness and other contemplative
approaches as strategic tools for cultivating anti-oppressive
pedagogies in higher education.
Research confirms that simply providing students with evidence
and narratives of economic, social, and environmental injustices
proves insufficient in developing awareness and eliciting
responses of empathy, solidarity, and a desire to act for change.
From the environmental humanities to the environmental sciences, legal studies, psychology, and
counseling, educators from a range of geographical and disciplinary standpoints describe their
research-based mindfulness pedagogies. Chapters explore how to interrupt and interrogate
oppression through contemplative teaching tools, assignments, and strategies that create greater
awareness and facilitate deeper engagement with learning contents, contexts, and communities.
Providing a framework that facilitates awareness of the links between historic and current
oppression, self-identity, and trauma, and creating a transformative learning experience through
mindfulness, this book is a must-read for faculty and educators interested in intersections of
mindfulness, contemplative pedagogies, and anti-oppression.
Greta Gaard is Professor of English and Women/Gender/Sexuality Studies at the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls, USA.
Bengü Ergüner-Tekinalp is Professor of Counseling at Drake University, USA.
"At a time of global crisis and trauma, this important book lifts the scholarship and practice of
contemplative pedagogy to a higher level through its emphasis on well-being and social justice.
Including previously excluded voices and perspectives, the authors provide a step-by-step
approach to infusing contemplative, anti-oppressive approaches throughout the curriculum."
—Laura I. Rendón, author of Sentipensante Pedagogy: Educating for Wholeness, Social Justice
and Liberation (2008)
"This collection offers engaging and practical insights into the ways contemplative practices
transform learning around oppression, equity, sustainability and environmental justice.
Addressing critical questions for anti-oppression contemplative pedagogy, while offering rich
activities and assessment tools, this anthology will be useful for educators both within and
beyond the academy."
—Beth Berila, author of Integrating Mindfulness into Anti-Oppression Pedagogy: Social
Justice in Higher Education (2016)
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In this new volume our own Journal of Contemplative Inquiry editor, David Sable, contributes a
chapter on Meditative Inquiry and Mindfulness, linking the two in their essence and offering his
well-aligned approach to personal and collective transformation in higher
education.

Engaging with Meditative Inquiry in Teaching, Learning,
and Research: Realizing Transformative Potentials in
Diverse Contexts
Edited By Ashwani Kumar
Copyright Year 2022
ISBN 9780367652265
Published May 31, 2022 by Routledge
368 Pages 19 B/W Illustrations
Ashwani Kumar’s work is ground-breaking in that it proposes a new paradigm for higher education and education in general. Beyond the predominant theories of information transfer, critical pedagogy, and analytic
models of self-reflection, meditative inquiry places the understanding
of consciousness and its transformation at the core of educational experience. Kumar allows that “reflection, intellectual engagement, and critical thinking can be of immense value in order to understand self and its
processes”, but it is “the act of pure observation—without analysis or judgment—that provides an existential entry into one’s innermost recesses.”
In this edited volume, Kumar provides a space where African, Asian, Buddhist, Indigenous, and Western scholars engage with the idea of meditative inquiry from their own cultural, philosophical, and spiritual traditions,
perspectives, and practices. Each explores a theme in relation to meditative inquiry including arts-based research, poetic inquiry, Africentricity, Indigenous thinking, martial arts, positive psychology, trauma, dispute resolution, and critical discourse analysis.
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Announcements
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New Multimedia Resources for Doctoral Students and Supervisors

From Jenna Hartel:

New Multimedia Resources for Doctoral Students and Supervisors

Dear Fellow ACMHE Members,
Dear Fellow ACMHE Members,
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lebrates the aesthetic dimension of research.
You can watch the entire Hear! Here! playlist here, and the thumbnails below link directly to each video.
You can watch the entire Hear! Here! playlist here, and the thumbnails below link directly to each
video.
All the best wishes,
Dr.
Jenna
All the
bestHartel
wishes,
Faculty of Information, University of Toronto
Dr. Jenna Hartel
www.jennahartel.info
Faculty of Information, University of Toronto
www.youtube.com/c/INFIDEOS
www.jennahartel.info
www.youtube.com/c/INFIDEOS
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From Conor Provenzano: Focused Life
Focused Life is a 56-minute documentary exploring the nature and value of attention. Useful in the
context of contemplative pedagogy, this film is a conversation starter around decolonized Yoga, resisting the attention economy, mindfulness, and the relationship between attention and wellbeing.
Contact cnrprovenzano@gmail.com to arrange a screening and/or discussion for your class, faculty
group, or institution.
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From Tia Rich:

New Master of Science with a Concentration in Contemplation by Design:
Applied Contemplative Practices
The Stanford School of Medicine now offers a Master of Science in Community Health and Prevention Research (CHPR) — Contemplation by Design: Applied Contemplative Science. Details are on the CHPR website.
The Contemplation by Design: Applied Contemplative Science concentration offers the opportunity to develop deep knowledge of contemplative science as well as skills for applying it in community health and prevention programs and research projects.
Individuals interested in applying are invited to submit their Application
here:
https://prevention.stanford.edu/education/chpr/external-applicants.
html

From David Sable:

Report on the Engaging with Meditative Inquiry in Teaching, Learning and Research Conference
We are happy to report that Engaging with Meditative Inquiry in Teaching, Learning and Research, a
free international online conference that took place on August 16th, 17th and 18th, 2022, was a huge
success.
This conference featured thought-provoking presentations by a diverse group of scholars, teachers,
practitioners, and artists on the transformative potential of meditative inquiry in education. The
three-day online conference featured many speakers with inter-cultural discussion covering topics
from philosophy, psychology, social work, community development, law, religious studies, education,
and science. There were over 400 registrants for the virtual conference. The conference concluded
with an in-person cultural evening of poetry recitation and musical performances by Indigenous, African, and Indian musicians. The conference was organized by Dr. Ashwani Kumar (conference chair) of
Mount Saint Vincent University, Bonnie Petersen (conference team lead), Alexandra Barclay (conference team), and Iain Macleod (conference team). This event was made possible by support from SSHRC
Exchange Grant, Mount Saint Vincent University, and Routledge.
Video proceedings of the conference can be found here :
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfVjDB_dQhEomgiYYmBJKj1nvD1oGBwaf
Link to more information about meditative inquiry can be found here :
https://meditativeinquiry.wixsite.com/ashwanikumar
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From Trudy Sable:

New Course: Alternative Methods for Understanding Identity and Cultural Landscapes
I am pleased to have had the following course approved as a Special Topics course through the Department of Anthropology and for a directed PhD course in the Applied Sciences program at Saint Mary’s University in Nova Scotia. I have long been hoping to bring together my decades of experience developing
cross-cultural science curriculum with Indigenous and Western scientists and various expressive arts and
contemplative practices into a course such as this. I will be working with both Mi’kmaw First Nations and
other Indigenous colleagues in ceremony and through various expressive forms, as well as artists from
other cultures who have worked within various environmental settings.
Please feel free to contact me at Trudy.sable@smu.ca if you would like more information.
Trudy Sable, PhD
trudy.sable@smu.ca
Co-editor, Journal of Contemplative Inquiry
This course, Alternative Methods for Understanding Identity and Cultural Landscapes, will
engage students in exploring, both individually and interactively, how we come to relate and
identify with our local ecosystems, including urban, and the meaning of cultural landscapes.
How do they become imbued with values and narratives of the people living within them?
This exploration will include concepts of conservation and the role of cultural narratives within different traditional landscapes, and its’ potential impact on the stewardship of these
landscapes. Students will be introduced to innovative, applied research methods of sensory
ethnography, personal and group contemplative practices, ethno-autobiography, as well as
Indigenous methodologies. We will look at the role of expressive arts such as story and poetry, performance arts, music, and film and other visual representation as methods for facilitating community-based research.

From Shiv Talwar:

New Web App: Taking Life Off Autopilot
Announcing a simple new web app for teaching
contemplative breathing, titled Taking Life Off Autopilot. The web app, offered through spiritualeducation.org, guides your conscious diaphragmatic
breathing at different breathing rates.
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From Sarah Apedaile:
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From Shiv Talwar:

Click here for Information
Click here for Registration
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Brown University
Contemplative
Studies Announces:

The Fall Virtual
Contemplative Mentors
in Residence Program
Photo by Mario Dobelmann

The Program Description
The Brown
University
VirtualVirtual
Contemplative
Mentors in Residence
will makeProgram
tradition-based contemplative
Brown
University’s
Contemplative
Mentors Program
in Residence
practices available to students and faculty at Brown University and several afÞliated institutions.

Brown University’s Virtual Contemplative Mentors in Residence Program will begin the week of September

Our Contemplative Mentors in Residence are all skilled practitioners in their respective traditions and also PhD-level scholars who have
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course offerings where appropriate.

As Dr. Hal Roth, Director of the Brown Contemplative Studies Concentration, writes:
Our program consists of virtual Tradition-Based contemplative practice sessions led by advanced
practitioners who are also Ph.D.s with extensive university teaching experience. They are thus familiar with the boundaries that should not be crossed in offering contemplative practices within the
Academy. Being based within a specific cultural tradition rather than being a deracinated technique,
these practice sessions serve the dual purpose of leading to a much deeper understanding of contemplative traditions studied within a relevant academic course, as well as contributing to student
health and well-being.
We have developed this program to support those of you who would like to build a first-person contemplative component into a course, but have not had the time or the wherewithal to vet prospective
contemplative practice instructors for it. We are offering this opportunity without charge as a pilot
program for a third time during this academic year of 2022-23. If this doesn’t reach you in time to
build a contemplative component into an existing course for the Fall semester, we are open to working with you to plan how to do this in the Spring 2023 term as well.
For more information, please contact Anne Heyrman-Hart, anne_heyrman-hart@brown.edu.
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From Tia Rich:

The Stanford Contemplation by Design Summit
Free. Live. Online. Oct. 9- Nov. 2, 2022

https://med.stanford.edu/contemplation/summit.html
Free events will be offered Oct. 9 - Nov. 2, 2022, to further individual and community health and
well-being, and creative excellence to serve the greater good in these unprecedented times.
Contemplation By Design is a comprehensive, multidisciplinary, campus-wide program cultivating resilience, well-being, wisdom, compassion, and sustainable, ethical, purposeful service.
Summit participants will have the opportunity to cultivate perspective, meaningful purpose,
and contemplative practices that refresh and renew the mind-body-spirit.
The 2022 speaker lineup includes Dr. Bessel van der Kolk, Dr. Thema Bryant, Dr. Fleet Maul, Thomas Hübl, and Patrisse Cullors, among many others.
Faculty, staff, students and the community are invited. Please register to reserve your place in
the sessions. Thank you.
Browse the complete summit schedule and register for sessions at
https://med.stanford.edu/contemplation/summit.html
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From Ron Epstein:

Helping Clinicians Thrive
Join us for our Core Workshop

FIND JOY AND RESILIENCE, AND ENHANCE QUALITY OF CARE
October 12-15, 2022
Chapin Mill Retreat Center, Batavia N.Y.
Hosted by:
Ron Epstein, MD; Mick Krasner, MD;
Fred Marshall, MD and Paula Gardiner, MD

Please join us for a retreat-like workshop designed to energize your clinical work
while helping you find joy and resilience. You'll hone your self-awareness and deep
listening skills, keys to navigating the stressful and demanding situations you face
daily.
Early Bird Fee: $1695
Room Rate: Single $650 Double $500
Registration information below
https://na.eventscloud.com/website/37371/

Visit our Website
https://mindfulpracticeinmedicine.com
Core Workshop
*ACCREDITATION
The University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry is accredited by the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
CERTIFICATION
The University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry designates this live activity for a maximum of
23.00 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent
of their participation in the activity.
SOCIAL WORK
University of Rochester Medical Center, Center for Experiential Learning is recognized by the New York
State Education Department's State Board for Social Work as an approved provider of continuing education
for licensed social workers #SW-0005.
Copyright © 2021 University of Rochester, All rights reserved
Mindful Practice In Medicine at the University of Rochester offers educational programs to develop and inspire health
professionals and organizations to thrive, restore joy in medicine, build community, and promote excellence in healthcare.
Our mailing address is: 1381 South Avenue, Rochester, NY 14620 Phone: 585-506-9484
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From Kerr Mesner:

Soft Place to Land
Online Group
Spiritual Companioning
"Set aside" time and space for focused
reflection on one's spiritual or
contemplative path, in community,
with a trained spiritual director.
Meetings one Friday afternoon a month, online.

Limited openings available Fall 2022.

Kerr Mesner, Heart Story Consulting,
is a spiritual director trained with the
Pacific Jubilee SoulGuiding Program,
an ordained minister with MCC
Churches, a facilitator, writer,
educator, and activist.
For more information, visit here
or email
kmesner@heartstoryconsulting.com
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